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iT Director-General of Security 
T) 2¢¢orney*General ts Departnent,.D Branch ¢ 

Ad 

Bor 5105BB, G.P.0. Sy { ¢ 
Yelbourne, Vietorta, Australia 

\t) ay dear artgadter sprus ey ce 

| Roverence 33 made to your letter dated Augus% a7, 

1956, bearing your ateup numker 75805. wheretn you requesved 

that you be furnished information Guatiable in the fides 

am Of Ghis Buresu regarding "Tie qubbard ptanettc Research, 

foundation" and the amertcan oftizena who ars connected - 

- pats. oe ' =A apse ee 4 - a 

Rd el PEELS 30° 
. . ‘\ ’ 

PHY fre f 
J 

on June 1, 1950, in the State voy yet Jere 

purpose of furchertng the work of La Fayette Ron Hubbard, 

an author whose book, "ptanetica,” had been published in 

-- _ 1948.. rn 1951 the orgent sabi on noved ta Wiohiva, Kansas, 

zee te peeentts ATande Oe ee 
ene ne rep post to 

oa Jieryzand,.. Phe founuaveo as reportediy 

ancoun ered dif fioulsy with the police authorities in 

Hew Jersey, Detrote, isohigan, ond Washtaugton, D, Cua S or : 

allégadly conduoving @ echool tn those areas, tn whbaheuahe : 

ep 2 aU Sh) - Ku a branch: of medtotne and surgery was baught’ wbthout aPlia : a8 

\ RN = a ~ 

Rd Xv aS 

AN iL 2 or, Ta regard to Hubbard hinself an inquiry yese> _ 

Rt eae Reet by thts Bureau on February 26, 1951, apearjnyvorna~ 

of thta, alleged violation was conducted, however, 8 

, Ingted States Ateorney ob Los Angeles, Caltforitiy stabey 

pg, that thts wos o fantly natter ond did not warrant thvest: (vy 

Totsoa t - - 
Fi 1 NTP ; a 

Nictels —— 62494080 
Belmont ——-—. 
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Letter to Brigadier C.CiPs Spry; D860... \ 7 seas 
Dtrector-Genergl of Securigy 

eee Heliggirnes Victoria, australyg T2902 

fhe Los Angeles, Galt forniay. Not mes Herald" in 
tts tsaue of April 24, 195%, réloted that Hubbard!s. wife. 
cecused hin of subjecting her £06 ‘setentific ‘gorture’ 
experiments. The news story reported. that Mra. Hubbard,  . . 
in @ divorce suit, claimed: thet he was "hopelessly" insané. 
Her conplaint stated: in part that the Hubbard Dianetics — 
Research Foundation did nore than.a ntllion dollars worth 
of bustneas in 1950+ (y) 

oe No tnfornation. ts available tn. the records of 
| "  . “his Bured& to tndicate that the booklet entitled "Brainwashing"” _— 

has at. ony. time been. banned or restricted in the Untted States. ” 
Actudlly thé authenttetty of the booklet eppears to b¢ of a 
Goubtful nature sinee it lacks ‘documentation of source material 
and contains no quotations from well-known communist works: 
whieh would normally be used in @ synthests of comnuntest, 

\ writings. In addtéion the alleged author of the publicatt 
admits he cannot. vouch for the authentietty of the Booklet. Gay U 

~ Ko date tdentifiable with 

or Hery Sue Hubbard nee MREDE. was docates tn. the files 
of this Bureavstuy : 

- 7 * > 4 gtneerely yours, (id). - 

John Eagar Hoover, 
bireetor (u) 
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STATE OF ) | 
; }ss : 

COUNTY OF: ) 4 | 

I hereby solemnly swear and aff irm that I am not a nor have 

: I ever been, a member of; or connected with, the dommunist Party 

or any other anti-American organization, in’ the United Statés 

of America or in any other country. TI do not now; nor have I 

ever, supported, aided, ‘or abetted the Communist Party or any 

of its numerous front organizations and subdivisions, or any 

s other organization intending to overthrow the government, in any 

‘of its activities. t will support the government! of these 

United States and protect it from subversion ‘and overthrow. I 

hold the Communist Party in this country to be pepe of an inter- 

ze national conspiracy to overthrow by force and tréachery the 

: ‘government of the United States and of. every other free or 

independent nation, end! I will do everything | in my power to prevent 

the use: of" Dianetics toward that end ny the Comminiat Party or 
t 

by any other organization or persone . 
# 

. 

Signature 

Date oH 

Sworn to and subscribed before rie this 

ihe mt renee eee a 

t 1 
~ Yim 7 we ee Ai tt 4 



SLL Fe. HeLeeAT LOW CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UP LASS a 

DATE Usele-cU185 BY BbG/ cS8el4s1s0 

THE HUBBARD DIANETIC RESEARCH FOUNDATION, INC, 

STATE OF a 

; COUNTY OF RES ee) 

on . 3 ees 
I hereby solemnly swear and affirm that I am not now, nor have 

'I ever beén, a member of; or connected with, the Communist Party 

5 or any other anti-American organization, in the United States 

of America or in any other country. I do not now, nor have I 

ever, supported, aided, or abetted the Communist Party or any 

of its numerous front organizations and subdivisions, or any 

other organization intending to overthrow the government, in any 

of its activities. I will support the government of these 

United States and protect it-:from subversion and overthrow. I 

hold the Communist Party An this country to be part of an inter- 

h ‘ national conspiracy ‘to overthrow by force and treachery the 

1 government of the United States and of every other free or 

) independent nation, and I will do everything in my power to prevent 

the use of Dianetics toward that end by the Communist Party or 

by any other organization or person. 

Signature 

Date 

Sworn to and subscribed before me this day of 

is 
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° ‘harrassed for the activities of: persons who are ‘irrational. 
Ani iimmediate- attack upon the sanity of the. attacker be- 

fore any. possible hearing can take ‘place i is the very. best de- 
_¥ ° fense,; it should’ become well-known that “only the insane 

.” ‘attack psychiatrists. ” The by-word should be built into the 
-society ‘that, paranoia is a condition “Sn which the: individual 

believes he is being attacked’ by Communists.” It -will be 
found that this defense is effective. 
Part ofthe effective defenses should, include the entire 

lack, j in the’ ‘society. of any real psychat bopy This must: 
‘be systématically. stamped out, ‘since a real. psychotherapy 
might. ‘possibly: uncover. the results of psychopolitical &c- 

tivities. . , 
J urisprudence, ina Capitalistic nation; is of. such: clumsi- 

ness that cases aré invariably tried®intitheir newspapers. 

Wé.have handled ‘these things muchbetter in Russia,. and 
have uniformly brought people to trial with full confessions 
already arrived at (being implanted). before the trial took. 

place, 

Should any whisper, or pamphlet, against Psychopolitical: 
activities be published,, it should .be ‘laughed ‘into scorn, 
branded an immeédiate hoax, and its perpetrator or publish. 
er should be, at the first opportunity, branded as insane, 
and by the'use of: drugs the insanity should be confirmed. 

a 
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CHAPTER: XI 

THE USE OF PSYCHOPOLITICS IN SPREADING 

COMMUNISM 

Reactionary nations are of such a composition that they 

attack a word without understanding of it. As the con- 

quest of a‘nation by Communism depends upon imbuing its 

population with communistic tenets, it is not necessary that 

the term “Communism” be applied at first to'the educative 

measures employed. 

As an example, in the United States we have been able 

to alter the works of William James, and others, into a more 

acceptable pattern, and to place the tenets of Karl Marx,- 

Pavlov, Lamarck, and the data of Dialectic Materialism into 

the textbooks of psychology, to such a degree that anyone 

thoroughly studying psychology becomes at once a candidate 

to accept:the reasonableness of Communism. 

As every chair of psychology in the United States is oc- 

cupied by persons in our connection, or who can be in- 

fluenced by persons.in our connection, the consistent em-. 

ployment of such texts is guaranteed. They are-given the 

authoritative ring, and they are carefully taught. 

Constant pressure in the legislatures of the United States 

can bring about legislation ‘to the effect that every student 

attending a high school or university must have classes in 

psychology. 

Educating broadly the educated strata of populace 

into the tenets of Communism is thus rend ed relatively 

easy, and when the choice ‘is given them whether to con- 

tinue in a Capitalistic or a Communistic condition, they, will 

see, suddenly, in Communism, much more reasonability 

than in Capitalism, which will now be of our own definition. 

—— §3 — 
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a VIOLENT REMEDIES 
A> populaces, in general, understand ‘that a- violence is 

necessary In‘the handling Of the insane, violent remedies. 
seem to be reasonabie. ‘Starting f rom'a_relatively low level’ 

of violence, stich vag. strait-jackets and -other restraints, it. 
is relatively e: sy To, encroach upon the’ public diffidence for” 

Violence by adding’ more and more cruelty into the-treat- 
ment of the insane, : : : 

Br inereasingz the ‘biutatity of * ‘treaiment, ” the public ex- 
. pectance of such treafment will be ; assisted, and the pro- 

(ext. of the individual to whom the’ treatment i is given is im- 
possible, since immediately-after: the treatment he-is incap- 

le: The family: of. the’ individual tinder treatment is sug- 
peet for having Had‘jniits midst, already, ‘an'insane person. 
The family’ " pr ofesé:should be discredited. 

““yThe more » violent the: tr eatment, the more command value 
“the psychopolitical operative wilk accumulate, Brain opera- 
trons shonid become standard and commonplace. While the. 
fiyures of actual Seaths should be repressed: wherever pos- 
sible, nev ertheless, it is of no great concern fo’ the psycho- 
political operagive.that many deaths: do.occur.. 

Graduallye public should be- ‘educated; into electric 
shoc k, lirst ‘by: believing. that iti is very therapeutic, then: by. 

F believing that it is quicting, then’. “by being "informed, that. 
eiectrig shock usually injures the spine and: teeth, and 
finally. that it very often. kills ore at least: breaks the spine 
and removes, violently, the teeth,ofthe patient. It is very 
doubtful if anyone from the Jay levels of ‘the public could 
tolerate the observation of a single electric shock treatment. 
Certainiy they could not tolerate witnessing a- prefrontal 
lobotomy ov trans-orbital leucotomy. ‘However, they should 
be brought up to # level where this is possible, where it is 
the expected treatment, and where the details, of the treat- 
ment itself can be made known, thus to the increase of 
psychopolitical prestige. 

The mure violent the treatment, the more hopeless in- 
sanity’ will seem to be. ; 

The society should be worked :up’to the'level where every 

| — 54— 



: recalcitrant: young man can be, brought into court and “as- 

signed to-.a. psychopolitical -operative, ‘be. given electric 
shocks, ‘and, ‘reduced: into” unimaginative docility, for the re- 

mainder of his. days. 
‘By continuous and increasing advertising of. the violence 

.of treatment, .the public. will at last come to tolerate the 

creation of zombie conditions.to such.a degree that they will 
-probablyremploy zombies; if given to them. Thus-a large. 
strata of. the society,.particularly that w hich wis rebellious, 

can be reduced to the service of the psy chopolitician. 

By various means,:a: public must be convinced, at least, 

that insanity can only be met. by shock, torture, deprivation, 
defamation: discreditatién,,-violence, maiming, death,, pun- 
ishment in all its: forms. The society, at theisame time,. 
must. be educated: into.:the. -belief of incréasing insanity 
within its.ranks. This creates an’ emergency, and ‘places. 

the psychopolitician in a Saviour role, and places him, a 

length, in charge'of the society. 
a 
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a. THE HUBBARD : Ta 
; DIANETIG RESHEARCH FOUNDATION ® 

BOX 242, SILVER SPRING, MD,, U.SsA,_ 
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Dear Member, . “oe 

Thank you for helping us to SScoperate: with? 
the governmental request that. the text.on: Russian 
Brainwashing not be released publicly, Almost all * 
of the previously released copies ‘have been. + 
recovered, ee ro : oe 

Our most’ trusted:members may. retain,’ . 
copies: for research work to cure effects of brain- 
washing. For this purpose we are issuing this | 
volume to you, m 

Note that SLP Issue Eight svovidee the 
fastest: ‘cure of brainwashing. Anyone who has-been ,, 
fully and correctly audited on SLP Issue Eight c ac 
not be DESInWeEheC 

Very best regards, 3 eas 

a 
* H, Dd, R, F, A ; “ 

«< * 
wah # 

No. 2 G. E. Edwards, D.Scn. SPM 
24D c/o HASI ° 2/56 

Prat Spring St. Pg 
ie lbonrne Australia 
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CHAPTER Xu.» THE RECRUITING OF: PSYCHOPOLITICAL DUPES The ‘psychiopolitical dipe is a well-trained individual who 
Serves in com plete’ obedience the psychopolitica) Operative, 

In that Nearly ah persons jin training dre expected to 

dents who are, to some slight degree, already depraved, or 
* Who have been “treated” by psychopolitical. Operatives, 

Recruitment is effected by making the field of menta} 
healing very attractive, financially, and sexually, he xmoun t of promiscuity which can be induced jn 
mental patienta can Work definitely to the advantage of the duced into Many lurid sexya} contacts, and these, properly 
Witnessed, can thereafter .be used as blackmaj] Material to 
assist any. failure of Pain-drug hypnosig in causing him to 
execute orders. 
The promise of unlimited sexual opportunities, the pro- 

mise of comp lete dominion over the bodies and minds of 

ranks the Criminals themselves unlimited numbers 
of human beings to employ on w Project he may see 
fit. In that the insane will estructive projects 
w ithout question, if given the 1ount of punishment 
and implantation, the degradatio; he’ country’s youth, 
the defamation of its leaders ningsof is courts be- 
comes childishly easy. 

AG ; os eine Sa. : 
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. The psychopolitician has the. advantage of naming as a 
delusory symptom any attempt on the part of a patient to 
expose commands. 

The psychopolitician should carefully adhere to institu- 
tions and should eschew private practice whenever possible, 

since this gives him the greatest number of human beings to 
control to the “use of Communism. When he does act in 
private practice, it should be only in contact with the fami- 
Hes of the wealthy and the officials of the country. 
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"| CHAPTER XIV 
THE SMASHING OF RELIGIOUS,GROUPS 

You must know that until recent times the complete sub- 
ject of mental derangement, whether so light as simple 
worry or 80 heavy as insanity, :was the sphere of activity 
of the church and only the church. 

Traditionally in -civilized‘ nations and barbaric ones the 
priesthood xlonechad' in complete charge the mental condi- 
tion of the citizen. As-a matter of great concern to the 
psychopolitician this tendency still exists in every public 
in the Western World and scientific inroads into this sphere 
has occurred only in official and never in public quarters. 

The magnificent ‘tool welded for us by Wundt would be 
‘as nothing if, it, were not, for official insistence in civilized 
countries that. “scientific practices’ be applied to the prob- 
lem of the mind. Without this official insistence or even if 
‘it relapséd for a moment, the masses would grasp stupidity 
for the priest, the-minister, the clergy when mental condi- 
tion came in question. Today in Europe and America 
“sefentifile practices” in the field of the mind would not last 
moments if not enforced entirely by officialdom. 

It must be carefully hidden that the incidence of insanity 
has increased only since these “gelentific practices” were 
applied. Great remarks must be made of “the pace of mod- 
ern living” and other myths as the cause of the increased 
neurosis in fhe world. It is nothing to us what causes it if 
anything does. It is, éverything to us that no evidence of 
any kind shall'be tolerated afoot to permit the public ten- 
dency. toward the church ifs way. If given their heads, if 
left to themselves to decidé, independent of officialdom, 
where they would place their deranged loved ones the public 

would choose religious sanitariums and would avoid as {f 
plagued placds'where “scientific practices” prevail. 

Given any slightest encouragement, public support would 
swing on an instant all mental healing into the hands of the 
churches. And there are Churches waiting to receive it, 
clever'churches. That terrible monster the Roman Catholic: 
Church still dominates mental healing: heavily throughout 
the Christian world and their well schooled priests -are al- 

» 
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. deavor so that they will never be able to crawl from beneath 

a : Cy wat 7s of, 

‘ways at work to turn the- public their way. In the field of * 
pure. healing the Church of Christ Science of Boston, Massa- ; 

chusgttséxcells in commanding, thé, public favor and oper. toes 
“ates many sanitariums, All these must’ be, swept aside.” 
They must be ridiculed and defamed: and every cure they 
advertise ; must. | beasserted asa hoax, A full ‘fifth of a 
paychopdlitician’ 8 time: ‘should bédevoted. to’ smashing these ty 
threats. Just as in Russia we had to destroy, after many 4, 

many, years of the. most arduous work, the:Church,,so We 5, 
must ‘destroy: all faiths in nations marked for conquest: . we : 

Insanity must be made to hound the footsteps, of every 
priest ard practitioner. His best’ results must-be turned to ha 
jibbering insanities no matter what ‘Trieans we have ‘to use. 

You need not care what effect. you have upon the ‘public. 
‘The effect you.care about {i the one ‘upon: officials; You | , 
must recruit every agency. of the nation marked for slaugh- * 
ter into a foaming hatred of religious. healing: You, must , 
suborne district attorneys and judges into’ an intense be- . 
lief as fervent/as an ancient faith in God that Christian: 
Sciencé or any ‘other religious practice which might devote 
itself, to mental healing is vicious, bad, insanity-causing, 
publicly hated and, intolerable.’ oad 
‘You must suborne’: -and recruit, any, medical healing ors. 

ganization into collusion in. this. campaign. You must ap-_ 
peal to their avarice and even their hgmanity: ‘6 invite their 
cooperation in-smashing all religious healing’ ‘atid thus, to 
our erid, care of the insane. You must see that such societies: ° 
have. -only qualified Communist-indoctrinees as their ad-- 
visors in this matter.. For you can use such: societies. They 
are: stupid’ and: stampede easily. Their cloak’ and degrees 
-can ‘be. used quite ‘well‘to mask any operation we caké. to 
have niasked: We’ must make them partners in our en- 

oa 

our thumb and discredit us. 
We have battled in America since the century’ ‘s turn:to. 

bring to nothing any and all Christian influences and we are 
succeeding. ‘While we-today seem to be kind to the Christian. ' 
remember we have yet to influence the “Christian world” to € 
our ends. When. that is done we shall have an end of them. 
everywhere. You may see. them here in Russia as trained <. 
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apes. “They do not ‘know their tether is long only until the 
apes in other lands have become unwary. 

You must work until “religion” is synonymous with “in- 

sanity.” You must work until the officials of city, county 
and_ state governments will not think twice before they 
pounce. upon religious groups as -pyblic enemies. 
‘Remember, all lands are governed by the few and only 

pretend. to consult with the many. It is: no- different in 

America. The petty official, the maker of laws alike can be 
made to: believe the worst. It is not necessary to convince 
the masses. It is only necessary to work incessantly upon 
the ‘official, using personal defamations, wild lies, false évi- 
dences and constant propaganda to make him fight for you 
against the church or against any practitioner. 

Like the official the bona-fide médical healer also believes. 
the worst if it.can be shown to him as dangerous competi- 
tion. And like the Christian, should he seek to. take from 
us any right we have gained, we shall finish him as well. 
We mist be like the vine upon the tree. We use ‘the tree 

to climb and then, strangling it, grow into power. on the 
nourixhment of ‘its flesh. Z 

We must strike from our path any opposition. We 

must use for our tools -and authority. that comes‘ to hand. 
And then at last, the decades sped, we-can: -dispense with all 
authority. save our own and triumph in the greatef. glory of 
the Party. 

t 4 
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+s CHAPTER XV . 
PROPOSALS WHICH MUST BE AVOIDED -* - 

There are certain damaging movements which could inter- 

rupt a psychopolitical conquest. These, coming from some 
quarters of the country, might gain‘headway and should be 
spotted before they do, and stamped out. 

Proposals may be made by large and powerful groups ‘in 

the country to return the insane to the care of those who 
‘have handled mental healing for tribes and, populaces for: 
centuries—the priest. Any movement to placé clergymen * 

: in charge of institutions should ‘be fought on the grounds of 

incompetence. and the insanity brought about by religion.. 

The. most. destructivé.thing which could happen to a psycho- 
political program would be the investment of: the seine 
with the care of the nation’s insane. 

If ‘mental hospitals: operated by religious ‘grour scare in 
existence, they, must. be discredited and‘ closed, no matter 
what the Cost, for it ‘might occur that the actual’ gures: of, 

recovery” ‘it such institutions would become: know njand that 
‘the lack of recovery in genéral institutions might be: com- 
pared to them, and this might lead.to-a movement to place 
the clergy in charge of the insane. ‘Every argument must 
be advanced early, to overcome any possibility of this ever 
occurring. 

A country’s law: must carefully be: made: to avoid. any 

tights of person to the insane. Any suggested Jaws or Con- 
stitutional Amendments which make the harming. of: the 

insane unlawful, should be fought.to ‘the extreme, on the. 
-grounds that. only violent measures can succeed. If the. 
law were to protect the insane, ds it normally does not, the 

entire psychopolitical program would very possibly collapse. 
Any movement to increase or place under surveillance 

the.orders required to hospitalize the mentally: ill should be : 
discouraged. This should be left entirely: -inithe hands of. 
persons well under the control of psychopolitical Operatives. 
It should be done with minimum formality, and no recovery 
of-the insane from an institution should be possible by-any 
‘process of Jaw. Thus, any movement to add to the legal. 
steps of the processes of commitment and release should be 
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“diseduraged on: the grounds of emergency. To obviate this, 
the. best: action is to place a psychiatric and detention ward» 
for the mentally ill in every hospital in-a ‘lard. nget  F8 

Any writings of a psychopolitical nature, accidchtaly er. 
disclosing C(hemselves, should be prey’ ented. , All. actual ke 

‘literatu¥e on the subject of insanity andi is treatment:should 
‘be-suppressed, first by actual security, and second by:com-” 

. splex. yerblaze which reriders it incomprehensible. The 
steCual figures of recovery or dexth, should -nevér“be ans . 
nounced in any papers. “Any investigation attempting;to %, 
disegver whether or not psychiatfy, or psy. chology’ has ;ever= ~ 
cured’ Jinyond should immediately* be. “discouraged ana’ 
Idughed to scorn, and should mobilize at, ‘that; point all 
psychopdlitical operatives. At first, it should -be ignored;; ‘es 
but if« this i is nat possible, the entire weight df. all psyeho- 
politicians jn the nation should be-pressed into service. _Any 
tactic, possible should be employed to prevent pana oc- 
curring., To, rebut it, téchnical - appearing‘ pape ‘should 
éxist as to the tremendoux number of cures effécted by 
psychiatry and psychology, and whenever pessible, - per- 
centiiges of cures, no matter how fictitious, should be worked - 

*-¢ dito légjslative-papers, thus forming. background of “evi- 
dence’, which-would immediately rebut any effort to actual- _ 
ly ‘discover’ atlyone.who had.ever been helped by, paychiatry” 
‘or psychology ' 
it fhe Communistic connections of. an -paychopolitictan’ 
should ‘become disclosed, it should be attributed to his own 
_carelessnéss, and he should, himself, be aenodiotely branded . 
as eccentric within his own profession. : , 
- Authors of literature which seek to demonstrate the pic. * Po 
ture of a Society under complete mental control and duress ~~ 
‘should:be helped toward infamy or suicide, to discredit their. 

works. | 7 
Any legislation liberalizing any healing practice: should 

be ‘immediately fought and defeated. All healing practices 
should gravitate entirely to authoritative levels, and no 

other opinions should be admitted, as these might lead to 
exposure: 

Movements to improve youth should be invaded and cor- 

rupted, as this might interrupt campaigns to produce ‘in 
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youth delinquency, adgiction, drunkenness, and sexual 

promiscuity. 
Communist workers in the field of newspapers and radio 

should be-protected wherever possible by striking out of 

action, throtigh Psychopolitics, any persons consistently at- 

tacking them! These, in their turn, should be persuaded to 

give eyery possible publicity to the benefits of psychopoliti- 

cal-activities under the heading of “science.” 
No healing. group. devoted to the mind must be allowed to 

exist within the borders of Russia or its’ satellites. Only 

well-vouched-for psychopolitical operatives can be con- 

tinued in their practice, and this only for the benefit of the 

government or against enemy prisoners. 

Any: effort to exclude psychiatrists or psychologists from 

the armed services must be fought. 
Any: inquest into the “suicide” or Sudden mental de- 

rangemént:of any. political leader in a. nation must, be con- 

ducted, only-by’ psychopolitical operatives. or their“dupes, 

whether Psychopolitics is responsible or-not. | od 

Death and violence against persons attacking Commu- 

nism in a nation should be eschewed as-forbidden. Violent 

activity against such persons might bring about their 

martyrdom. ‘Defamation, and the ‘accusation of insanity, 

alone should be employed, and they,should be brought at last 

under the ministrations of psychopolitical operatives, such 

‘as psychiatrists.and controlled psychologists.. 
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~- onisma Where atomic war with Capitalistic ‘Powers: is_pos- 

oe 

: Bsa Paychopolities ailtceeas’ nen mission throughout the 
 -Capitalistie nations” of the world. thers ‘will néver be an 

o 
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: trated the remainder. An extension of. the Communist so. ra 
cial ‘Order ‘ig, everywhere ‘victorious, - ~The ‘spread “of: Con. 

» e 

“the mind: In: Paychopolitics We have, réfined this congiiest. 
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The end thoroughly j ustifies the means. ‘The degradation 
. of, popula i atomic fj 

control of ‘populaces, in:the uninhibited exercise of 
Passion, and the glory of Communist conquest over thé stu. 
pidity of the enemies of the People, 

; : - The End 
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